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ProductionHouseDog 

from Bid to Wrap Book 

 

 

ProductionHouseDog (PhD)  is a smart, easy-to-learn, financial management application (PC/MAC) developed by 

film production professionals; addressed to Production House owners, Producers and Production Managers who 

want to keep track -from any part of the world- of all sales and expenses data for their productions; linking 

projects, clients, suppliers and overheads; from the first bid, up to the last invoice.  

 

Most importantly PhD prepares at a click a Wrap Book, which includes all needed lists, memo deals, purchase 

orders, NDAs, contracts, invoices, etc.  

 

Last but not least PhD is GDPR compliant, by importing consent agreements of the suppliers, protecting their 

encrypted data, ensuring the timely deletion of files and comply with a user’s right to be forgotten.  

 

 

 

www.ProductionHouseDog.com 

 

Please e-mail any questions at  

subscriptions@ProductionHouseDog.com 

 

Thank you for using PhD! 

Your comments and suggestions are welcomed!!! 

http://www.productionhousedog.com/
mailto:subscriptions@ProductionHouseDog.com
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MINIMUM LEARNING CURVE 

If you know how to produce a film then you can start using PhD immediately, because…  

 

 PhD has built-in all production expenses types and services offered in our industry. Of course you can add 

anytime new expenses or services according to your needs. 

 Bid Forms, Budget Templates, Memo Deals, Purchase Orders, Non-Disclosure Agreements, GDPR consent 

contracts and other standard industry templates are also included. Naturally, you can amend them according 

to your specs. 

 As both the application and the data are stored in Cloud, you can use PhD from any part of the world; have an 

automatic back-up; encrypted with AES-256 for maximum security. 

 You can switch with a just a click from English to your local language in the user interface, as well as in the 

exported bids, budgets, reports, statistics, etc.  

 All budget reckons can be set up on any template that your Clients or your Producers are accustomed.  

 All project details can be exported in xls format, allowing your accounting software to automatically import 

them. If your accounting software does not allow such bridging, your accountant can see all data sorted in 

order to enter them into your accounting software, manually.  

 There’s no need to read a manual. After PhD is initialized by your Administrator, your Producers and 

Production Managers can perform their tasks, following simple screens with film friendly self-explanatory 

descriptions.  

 For the RTFM aficionados, in every screen there is a Help button. Click the “?” and you will read anything that 

you should know about this particular part of PhD and all the application. 

 

PhD is your accountant’s best friend! 

 

ProductionHouseDog is NOT an official accounting software, although certain countries or small production 

companies with simple accounting requirements can use it as such. PhD keeps track and exports lists of all 

EXPENSES (from Purchase Orders, up to approving supplier’s invoices) and all SALES (from bids, up to issuing 

one or more invoices for any particular project), as well as Company’s overheads. Then the Company’s 

Accountant can transfer expenses and sales invoice data from the PhD to the company’s accounting software, in 

order to be compatible with any local tax requirements. 

 

ProductionHouseDog includes a BUDGETING module, but… our 25 years of experience in developing software 

for the film industry has proved that every Production Manager, every Producer and -lately- every Client loves to 

use his own spreadsheet form. You can create in PhD your favorite budget template in minutes and you can 

handle unlimited number of budget templates, so you can make a detailed pitch or just compare Estimated v/s 

Actual costs, in order to see where you were over or under budget in any format that you’re accustomed to. 

 

ProductionHouseDog is NOT a scheduling app; neither can be used as a location or casting pictures 

management tool.  
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REGISTRATION & SUBSCRIPTION COSTS 

If you would like to use PhD in your company or as a free-lance producer or production manager, just click here to 

register. We will set up your PhD Company Cloud space address in the form of: 

YourCompany.ProductionHouseDog.com  and sent you an administrator password. 

  

This allows you to use -free of any charge- a fully operating PhD in English language, for 3 months including 100 

MB of cloud storage.  

 

If you don’t want to continue using PhD after the trial period…  

No hard feelings. We would appreciate though if you let us know what went wrong.  

There’s always room for improvement. 

 

Should you wish to continue… 

 

 Renew the Admin’s subscription at 50 Euros per month. 

See details in page 13 

 Additional cloud storage space can be purchased anytime at 60 Euros per 500 MB, per year. 

See details in page 13 

 

This is the minimum configuration to work with PhD (one user and 500MB cloud storage space). 

Depending on the volume of work and your company’s structure, you can… 

 

 Get additional Resident PhD User Licenses at 50 Euros per month, per person. 

See details in Page 20 

 Invite a Freelance PhD User to work within your company. 

See details in page 20 

 

ADDITIONAL SERVICES 

 

 Group buys for more users and more storage space are available. 

 

 If –for any reason- you would like to install PhD in your own Cloud server, let us know and depending on 

the number of user licenses we will submit a financial offer per your approval. 

 

 Text in all contracts, forms and expense items are customized easily by your PhD Admin, but if you wish 

labels and help customization in your local language, then we can be provide it upon request. 

 

Please e-mail your requirements at subscriptions@ProductionHouseDog.com 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScmHIWbqBSkNWBBZnWr5nfy0DvKcVF_2QO0Lp0ZgEtF8CZYzg/viewform
http://demo.productionhousedog.com/
mailto:subscriptions@ProductionHouseDog.com
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QUICK REFERENCE FOR USING PhD  

The name of each screen is defined by the blue highlighted text in the menu line 1  

 

 

 

and in the menu line 2. 

 

 

 In all PhD screens, clicking on any Blue Wording takes you to the next level. 

 

 Set up your computer date & time format, according to your geographical zone!  

 

 Be sure that in both your computer and internet browser number format configuration, you selected the 

comma “,” as separator for thousands and dot “.” as separator for decimals. If this is not applied correctly, 

it is possible in certain browsers that one number you are typing in a deal  will disappear. 

 

PhD follows exactly the same procedure that a Producer will follow in order to get, produce and wrap any project. 

 

 Create new project and Link it to Client 

 Select a budget template 

 Assign it to a Producer and a Production Manager  

 Prepare a Budget Estimate 

 Send one or more Bids 

 Project not awarded 

o Close it and becomes statistical data. 

 Project Awarded 

o Make deals with existing or new Suppliers 

o Prepare NDAs 

o Prepare Purchase Orders 

o Prepare Contracts 

o Receive Invoices & Receipts 

o Enter Internal Company costs 

 All estimated costs are compared to actual expenses 

 External Costs are tied with their respective invoices, receipts, etc. 

 Internal Company costs, are calculated upon your budgeted rates 

 Reckon Reports are generated 

 A Wrap Book is exported in .zip file including: all items in XLS spreadsheet, contracts, invoices, POs, 

NDAs, etc. 
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PhD additionally controls who is allowed to do what.  

 

In order to understand the PhD access levels, remember that each project can have one of the following Statuses: 

 

 Bid – Opened (You start a project, collecting data for the pitch) 

 Bid – Submitted (Date sent to Client. Of you course you can made changes and re-sent it) 

 Bid – Cancelled (For any reason) 

 Bid – Lost (Bad news, but it’s good to know who got it and why) 

 Job – Running (Great news. Awarded and running) 

 Job – Checked (Producer checks everything and “locks” the job) 

 Job – Approved (Exec. Producer double checks and sends data to accounting dept.) 

 

When a new project starts a Producer and a Production Manager is assigned, selected from the active PhD users. 

 

PhD Users can have one of the following Access Levels (lower to higher): 

 

Production Manager 

Has access only in the projects where is assigned as Production Manager, handling only expenses details. A PM 

can create Purchase Orders; make Memo Deals; open Suppliers and import Supplier Invoices. Usually this 

Access Level is given to free-lance collaborators, who should not see any of the company’s internal bidding and 

sales information. PM can prepare the Wrap Book covering only expenses items and their accompanying 

documents (lists, memo deals, purchase orders, NDAs, contracts, etc.) 

 

Producer 

Has all the Production Manager Rights plus access to sales invoices, reports and statistics, but only in the 

projects where is assigned as Producer. A Producer can send Bids, transform a Bid into a Job, update all 

changes in sales and expenses and upon completion can Check (close) a project and prepare the Wrap Book, 

including both sales and expenses data. 

 

Executive Producer 

The EP has access and editing rights to all Configuration forms, expenses details, all sales invoices and all 

projects, by any Producer or any Production Manager. Has access also to the Analytics area, where you can see 

statistics, per year, per client, per supplier, per service, etc. The only area where EP does not have access is the 

Configuration / My Storage / Users & Access Level screens, which are controlled only by the Admin. As soon as 

any project has been checked (and locked) by a Producer then the EP can approve it and sent it to the 

accountant for invoicing, etc. 

 

Small companies or free-lance Production Managers don’t necessarily use all these access levels. In such case 

the Administrator will use PhD acting also as Exec. Producer, Producer and Production Manager. For medium 

sized companies another user will be helpful, just to import supplier’s invoices. Just select what suits you better. 
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01. LANDING PAGE                    

This is the landing page when you log in to PhD. 

 

 

 

In the Menu Line 1 you see: 

 

 The PhD logo. Your Company Name.  

 The active language. Default language is English, but your Administrator can ask for customization so all 

menus are in your local language too. 

 The main 5 application modules: Projects, Clients, Suppliers, Analytics & Configuration 

 Your name and your access level. 

 The Help toggle. Press the “?” to open the Help page for the current screen where you are currently 

working. 

 

In the following pages, we will describe first the main application modules  

(Clients, Suppliers, Analytics & Configuration)  

and then elaborate on the Project module, which is the core of PhD. 

 

Of course you can jump directly to page 23 if you would like to start exploring the Projects module. 
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02. CLIENTS PAGE 

Here you can add, edit and delete your clients info. 

 

 
Required fields are marked with a red asterisk. 

 

REMEMBER: You must create a Client entry BEFORE opening a new project. 
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03. SUPPLIERS PAGE 

Here you can add, edit and delete your suppliers info. 

 

 
Required fields are marked with a red asterisk. 

You must create a Supplier entry BEFORE you link it with a project. 

 

Although is not required, it is recommended to enter the Form of Payment for each supplier. That is going to be 

very useful, when you will create a contract or a purchase order with the particular supplier. 

 

In order to maintain GDPR compliance you can import a signed GDPR agreement (in pdf) with any supplier and put 

the Expiration Date in the designated field. Then checking in GDPR column, you can find out easily which 

agreements are expiring soon, so either you can renew them or delete them from you database. 
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04. ANALYTICS PAGE 

Here you can get statistics for your Sales and Expenses. 

 

In SALES analytics you can mine any information regarding your clients per : Category, Name, Country, Job Status 

and see it on-line or export it in XLS format for further process… 

 

 
 

In EXPENSES analytics you can mine any information regarding your clients per : From/To Date, Expense Type, 

Supplers Name, Country and see it on-line or export it in XLS format for further process… 
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05. CONFIGURATION  

Although the information in this area is handled only by the company’s Admin,  

all users can see them -but can NOT amend- what’s in.  

 

The Menu Line 2 shows the configuration tabs:  

 
 

 SET UP PhD 

 MY COMPANY DETAILS 

 MY STORAGE 

 OFFERED SERVICES 

 CLIENTS GROUPS 

 EXPENSES LIST 

 BUDGET TEMPLATES 

 USERS & ACCESS LEVEL 

 AGREEMENT TERMS 

 PhD Manual.  

 

We recommend that in case that a user would like to add, change or delete any of the configuration data, to 

consult with the company’s Admin. 

 

Although PhD comes preloaded with all necessary info to start working immediately, we strongly recommend that 

the Administrator checks all screens and makes any necessary changes following his company’s guidelines. 

 

If the Administrator suspends his subscription to PhD, then he will stop accessing the Company’s PhD after one 

month of the expiration date. In such case it is advised to download timely all your PhD’s content (wrap books for 

all projects, suppliers & clients’ details, etc.) so there are no data lost. 

 

Since the Admin is taking all major decisions in the structure and operation of PhD, there is only one Admin 

password for each installation of PhD. Of course depending on each company’s structure the Admin’s password 

can be used by more than one person. 
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06. MY COMPANY DETAILS. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

Required fields are marked with a red asterisk, but all fields are essential (for bids, memo deals, POs, etc.). 
 

 

 

Fill all fields in English and in your Local language -if needed.  

 

Press SAVE to store your changes 
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07. MY STORAGE. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

PhD is active as long as the subscription of your Admin is active.  

 

 Renew the Admin’s subscription at 50 Euros per month. 

 

To extend the Admin subscription click on the Renew/Extend Admin Subscription below, enter the amount of 

months that you want to add, pay via our PayPal account and your subscription will be updated automatically. 

 

The Administrator password is provided initially by the PhD developers but it can be changed by the user. 

 

You Admin can invite free-lance producers or production managers who have their own PhD subscription, to work 

for your company, at no additional cost to you or them. Just remember that they will be using your cloud storage. 

 

One month before Admin’s subscription ends, you will be notified by e-mail, so you can renew on time. 

 

If the Administrator suspends his subscription to PhD, then he will stop accessing the Company’s PhD after one 

month of the expiration date. In such case it is advised to download timely all your PhD’s content (wrap books for 

all projects, suppliers & clients’ details, etc.) so there are no data lost. 

 

 Additional cloud storage space can be purchased anytime at 60 Euros per 500 MB, per year. 

 

The cloud storage volume which you might need depends on many factors, such as: Number of jobs, Shooting 

days per job, Crew number per shoot day as well the amount and the scanning resolution of Contracts, Invoices 

and other documents you keep for each project. Usually a typical 3 days shoot for a commercial film (12 locations, 

35 Crew, 20 Actors, 100 Extras, Sets & Constructions, Travel on Location for 7 days, etc.) does not consume 

more than 50 MB of storage. A feature film of the same set up but for 30 shooting days, it will take around 100 MB 

of storage. Upon downloading the Wrap Book you can clear the project from the cloud storage, thus freeing your 

space for new jobs. We recommend though that you keep all jobs at least until the end of each fiscal year, so you 

can get vital statistics of your company’s performance. 

 

  

 

Anytime you reach 80% of your storage your PhD Admin will be notified, so you can update your storage it on 

time. To renew, visit Configuration > My Storage page of your PhD, select the amount of MB that you want to add, 

pay via our PayPal account and your storage will be updated automatically.  
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08. OFFERED SERVICES. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

Here you declare what you sell and in order to have some decent statistics on your sales it’s good to have a 

minimum customization of the services that you offer.  

 

 
 

PhD comes preloaded with the common services which a commercial film production company offers, but you can 

change it, add new, re-arrange it according to your needs. 

 

 First you add GROUPS of the services that you offer. 

 Second, you add a SERVICE into the relevant Group. 

 By clicking on the three vertical dots, you can edit or delete the selected line. 

 Hovering over any Service, the cursor changes to cross-arrows which mean that you can drag-and-drop 

the selected line in the order you prefer, under the same Group. 

 Type descriptions in English and in your Local language -if needed. 

 Click on ADD to save the entry 
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08. OFFERED SERVICES / ADD MY COMPANY MARK UP 

Once upon a time putting a markup was an easy task. You estimated the direct costs and you added a 

percentage on this. That’s all.  Now, everything goes. Some costs have x% mark up, some 2x%, some 0%, and 

even some services just have a flat fee. 

 

In PhD you can add your markup in several ways… 

 

 Per Item. After entering a cost, add an Item Mark Up cost either as a percentage or as flat fee. 

 

 

 Per Group. For each group you may enter a Group Mark Up.  

 

 

 Per Project. On the Expense Group “ANYTHING ELSE” (or where ever you prefer) you can add a Project 

Mark Up cost. 

 

Experience shows that Adding Mark Up per Project is simpler, while MU per Expense Group is the more 

convenient (as you will probably have different groups for marked up or non-marked up expenses), but choose 

what suits your needs. 
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09. CLIENTS GROUPS. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

Group your Clients as you want them to appear in your statistic reports. 
 

 

You can use the existing descriptions, change the ones you don’t like or add new ones that suit your needs. 

 

To delete a Group, select the one and then click on the Dust bin.  
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10. EXPENSES LIST. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

You will see already uploaded an alphabetical list of (probably) all expenses you need to produce a film. 
 

 

 

Each Expense has… 

 

 A description. 

 A Usual Rate. When you open a new supplier you can add a Usual Rate amount. I.e. You know that the X 

director is paid 10.000 per shoot day, so this works as a reminder and you can use it or not, while preparing a 

budget. 

 The relevant Unit of the expense (day/s, week/s, piece/s, time/s, etc.) 

 A check box showing if this Expense is Active or Suspended. Active Expenses will appear in your forthcoming 

productions. If an expense becomes obsolete and you are not going to use it anymore (i.e. we used to buy 

2TB disks but now we only use 10TB), you can uncheck its Active box and Suspend it, meaning that from 

then on it will not appear to new projects but it will remain visible in any projects or transactions which was 

used in the past.  

 Additionally you can type Description, Internal Cost Rate and Unit in your local language too. 

 

If an Expense is linked to any transaction for any project, you can NOT delete it. 

 

As every Supplier is linked with an Expense (just for informational reason and quick access), when you Suspend 

the Expense, this link is cleared too, meaning that you should re-link the Supplier to another Expense. 

 

By clicking on any Expense column label you can sort the Expenses accordingly. 

 

You can ADD NEW Expense and you can click on any Expense to edit it or delete it. 
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11. BUDGET TEMPLATES. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

Every Production Manager and Producer loves to work on his own spreadsheet template. Additionally, more and 

more Clients want to receive the budgets and reckons in their own forms too. PhD can please them all, by 

allowing –even- each and every project to have its own template. That’s not a good idea, but it is feasible. 
 

 
 

PhD has already installed 3 standard Structure Templates: 

 PhD Short Form Production 1. To be used for tvc and any other type of short form productions 

 PhD Long Form Production 1. To be used for features, tv shows and any other type of long form 

productions 

 My Company Operation Costs 1. We assume that all your company overheads are just another project. 

 

Click on the Down Arrow so you can see how it they are structured. If you like them, continue to use them on 

PhD. If not, you can create a new template easily or clone and amend an existing one. 

 

Each budget template it includes EXPENSE GROUPS (i.e. PRE-PRODUCTION, TALENT, CREW, LOCATIONS, 

etc.) and EXPENSE ITEMS (i.e. Director, Gaffer, Props, Car Rental, etc.). 

 

Start a new template by adding all the EXPENSE GROUPS that you want. That is enough to start working. Don’t 

worry about adding all the items for this group now. When you will make a budget, you can recall easily any item 

by typing 3-4 letters of its description. 

 

The only reason to add Expense Items in a group, is to define their sorting position in the reckon report.  

 

If you don’t add Expenses in a Group then they will sorted alphabetically. 
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11. BUDGET TEMPLATES View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

 

CREATE A NEW BUDGET TEMPLATE 

 

 Click on ADD NEW TEMPLATE. Give a clear name which everyone understands. Click Save. You are 

back to the Templates list. 

 Click EDIT TEMPLATE and select the template you just made.  

 Click ADD NEW EXPENSE GROUP. Give the name you prefer and Save.  

 Hovering over any Group, the cursor changes to cross-arrows which mean that you can drag-and-drop 

the selected line in the order you prefer, under the same Template. 

 You can add Expense items to each GROUP in the grey box “Link Expense Type”. Find the Expense by 

typing a few letters of the expense you are looking for. I.e. if you are looking for Camera Car you can type 

“cam” or “mer” or “car”. When you find it, click on it and press the “+” sign.  

 Continue until you add all the appropriate expenses in this Group. 

 Hovering over any Expense, the cursor changes to cross-arrows which mean that you can drag-and-drop 

the selected line in the order you prefer, under the same Group. 

 You can add the same Expense in more than one Group. I.e. you can link the expense “Air Tickets” in the 

Groups “PRE-PRODUCTION”, “TRAVEL EXPENSES” & “CASTING”. Note that in the project reckon you 

see this expense in each assigned group but in annual statistics you will get one total figure. 

 

When you’re done with this Group, add a new GROUP and populated it with Expenses, until you finish the 

template according to your specs. 

 

CLONE & AMEND AN EXISTING BUDGET TEMPLATE 

 

Click on the 3 vertical dots of the template that you would like to base your new one. 

On the dialog box, click on Clone. 

 

 

 

PhD will create an additional template with the same name and the extension (COPY) 

 

By clicking on the 3 dots, you can assign a new name and then you can apply any needed changes.  
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12. USERS & ACCESS LEVEL. View & Edit only by Admin. 

There are two types of PhD users. Company Residents & Freelancers. 

In order to control who is allowed to do what PhD allows certain access levels for all users. 

 

Administrator 

There is only one Administrator who has all rights to all screens, including the Configuration area.  The Admin 

password is provided initially by the PhD developers but it can be changed by the user. 

Admin subscription is renewed in MY STORAGE page. 

 

 Get additional PhD Resident User Licenses at 50 Euros per month, per person. 

 

Click onto REGISTER NEW RESIDENT USER and then enter: 

 

 User’s e-mail 

 Their full name 

 Initials (up to 5 digits) to be used where-ever a short form of user name is needed. We suggest using the 

3 first letters of the surname, a dot and the first letter of the name, but it’s up to you how you like it. 

 Access level (see below details) 

 Enable Activation. Uncheck any user who is not allowed anymore to have access on your PhD 

 Click on SAVE  

 Pay via our PayPal account and your collaborator/s will receive an introductory e-mail and password and 

can start using PhD immediately. 

 

The combination of a user e-mail and its password, consist the electronic signature of any user. 

  

 Invite a Freelance PhD User to work within your company. 

 

If a free-lance Producer or Production manager has already a PhD subscription, he/she can use any Production 

Company’s PhD without any additional fee, providing that the Production Company’s administrator allows them to, 

for a certain access level. 

 

Click on INVITE FREELANCE USER, enter the e-mail and the access level of your collaborator and your 

collaborator will receive an introductory e-mail and password and can start using your PhD immediately. 

 

If any user suspends his personal subscription to PhD, then he will not access the Company’s PhD and all 

projects he was involved can be opened only by the Company’s Administrator. 
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13. AGREEMENT TERMS. View by all Users. Edit only by Admin. 

PhD can create at a click, most needed production documents (NDAs, POs, Draft Contracts, Bids, Invoices, etc.). 

 

In this area the Admin can enter the copy of each agreement (in English or in your local language) and PhD will 

customize it using the appropriate data from the project, the client, the supplier, etc. 

 

 

 

There are 5 types of Agreement templates. 

 Production Bid – Standard Terms which are printed along each bid. 

 Private Contract – Standard Terms for collaboration with crews and other natural persons. 

 Purchase Order Terms – Standard Terms for collaboration with legal entities. 

 My Company Invoice – Standard Terms to be print on company’s invoices. 

 Non-Disclosure Agreements – Standard Form 

 

Don’t forget to press SAVE, to store any added info or changes. 
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16. PRODUCTION HOUSE DOG MANUAL 

 

Here all Users can read or download the entire PhD manual. 

 

Although every effort has been made in order to keep this manual as short as possible but accurate, we cannot 

exclude the possibility of one inconsistency or one not clear enough description. 

 

Please accept our apology for this and we will appreciate if you could send us your remarks to 

subscriptions@ProductionHouseDog.com , so we can correct it and update it. 

  

mailto:subscriptions@ProductionHouseDog.com
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15. PROJECTS  SCREEN                    

This is the landing page when you log in to PhD and from here you will be navigated to all your projects. 

 

 

 

In the Menu Line 2 you see: 

 

 The fiscal year. The program automatically initiates at current year, but as soon as you will have data for 

more than one year, you will be able to select which year you will like to work. 

 CREATE NEW PROJECT button 

 Search PROJECTS input 

 Info regarding the current screen view ( Entries per page / Previous – Next Page) 

 

COLUMN NAMES 

 

Data in all columns are generated by the info you enter when you open a new project. 

Column names are self-explanatory and you can sort or filter by one or more columns.  

I.e. you can search which Producer is handling which projects, for X Client, etc. 

Search results are from the whole fiscal year. 

 

DATE: Type the date to filter the selection 

CLIENT: Type few letters to filter the selection 

TITLE: Type few letters to filter the selection 

PROJECT TYPE: Select from Pull Down Menu 

STATUS: Select from Pull Down Menu. 

PRODUCER: Select from Pull Down Menu 

PROJECT ID: Type few letters to filter the selection 
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Each project can have one of the following Statuses: 

 

 Bid – Opened (You start a project, collecting data for the pitch) 

 Bid – Submitted (Date sent to Client. Of you course you can made changes to it and re-sent it) 

 Bid – Cancelled (For any reason) 

 Bid – Lost (Bad news, but it’s good to know who got it and why) 

 Job – Running (Great news. Awarded and running) 

 Job – Checked (Producer checked everything and “locked” the job) 

 Job – Approved (Exec. Producer double checks everything and sends data to accounting dept.) 

 

On opening PhD you see projects in “Submitted To Client” & “Running” statuses, but you can select which other 

Status you’d like to see, produced by whom, of which type, etc.  

 

You can Click on any Project Name to see the project Dashboard, or press CREATE NEW PROJECT to start a 

new one. 
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15. PROJECTS SCREEN / CREATE NEW PROJECT     

             

Before creating a new project be sure that you have already… 

 

The appropriate Budget Template. There are pre-loaded budget templates in PhD but we know that these days 

each client uses his own budget template and PhD can cope with this. Just ask your Administrator to create any 

template form in configuration/budget templates.  

 

Open your Client. Since every project is linked with a client, this information should be present, upon starting a 

project. It’s easy to open a new client by clicking Clients/ Add Client at the top menu bar. 

 

Clicking on Create New Project opens an empty new project dialog box where: 

 

 

 

All fields are required. 

 

 Type the title of the project. It is recommended to give explanatory titles which will help you trace the project 

after few years. I.e. “PERRIER” is sufficient while working on this, but a project name such as “PUBLICIS / 

PERRIER Extreme Refresh Summer 18” will be better for future retrieval. 

 Click on the Used Budget Template. PhD will suggest available templates and you should select the 

appropriate one.  

 Type few letters from your Client’s name and the Select the Client.  

 Press CREATE, the project is created and you will see the Project DASHBOARD 
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD   

The Dashboard is the area where you can see all project info at a glance. 
     

 
 

In Menu line 2 there are the command buttons… 

 

 SAVE. Use it often. 

 ADD NEW OFFERED SERVICE. Select your services and budget. Read details below in OFFERED 

SERVICES BOX. 

 ADD NEW DEAL. For any expense make an estimate and a deal.  Read details in ADD NEW DEAL help 

page. 

 PROJECT DASHBOARD. Shows this screen. 

 SHOW ALL DEALS. See all cost estimates and actuals in detail. Read details in SHOW ALL DEALS help 

page. 

 EXPORT ALL DEALS IN XLS. Export in accountant friendly format all details for the project expenses. 

 CREATE PDF. Make a bid, a detailed reckon page, an external costs list, an in-house services log and last 

but not least create a full Wrap Book in minutes; including all invoices, memo deals, NDAs, payment vouchers 

and anything else that you have incorporated in this project. 

 DELETE PROJECT. For any reason.  

 LOCKED SCREEN. The Dashboard appears always in locked mode so there are no mistyping mistakes. 

 

Press LOCKED SCREEN to change to EDIT MODE,  

 

 

 

In the top line you will see: 

 

 The Project Id, which is generated by the system, in the format of 18.123 showing the year and the sequential 

project number. 

 The Project Title, as you typed it. 

 The Client, which you selected. 

 The Used Budget Template. 
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD / OFFERED SERVICES BOX 

Here you state the services that you offer to your client for this particular project. 

 

 

 

Click on the ADD NEW OFFERED SERVICE button and fill the fields 

 

 Offered Service; type the one you prefer (required) 

 Notes; type any additional remarks (optional) 

 Amount; enter the budget for this particular service (required, but it can be zero) 

 Invoicing; type any notes, for your accountant (optional) 

 

Repeat for all offered services for this project. 

Of course you can add, amend, and delete services during the production of the project. 

 

Press frequently SAVE, to store your data. 
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD / EXPENSES INSPECTOR BOX    

             

All details for columns are fed automatically by their respective modules. 
 

 

 

 Budget Groups get data from the selected Budget Template. 

 External Costs get data from the Cost Estimates by External vendors.  

 Internal Costs show the in-house offered services. 

 Estimated Costs are the sum of External plus Internal costs. 

 Actual Costs get data from the invoiced vendors services and attributed in-house services 

 Est/Act % shows the percentage of the Estimated to Actual results. A positive number means that you spend 

more than budgeted and a negative less. 
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD / RECKON BOX 

Shows the financial outcome of the project and the respective percentages 
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD / JOB STATUS BOX 

Shows the phase where the project is, from lower (bid) to higher (job) level.  
 

 

 

 Bid – Opened (When you start a project, collecting data for the pitch) 

 Bid – Submitted (Date sent to Client. Of you course you can made changes and re-sent it. PhD keeps data for 

the last one, but of course you have all the versions in the pdf which you sent) 

 Bid – Cancelled (For any reason) 

 Bid – Lost (Bad news, but it’s good to know who got it and why) 

 Job – Running (Great news. Awarded and running) 

 Job – Checked (Producer checks everything and “locks” the job) 

 Job – Approved (Exec. Producer double checks and sends data to accounting dept.) 

 

Production Managers cannot alter any project status. 

Producers can amend it to the next level (up to Checked) but they cannot return a project to a lower status.  

Executive Producer can amend the status in all levels, upwards and downwards.  
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD / PROJECT DETAILS BOX      

  

Additional info for the project 

 

 

All fields are optional. 

 

 Client Contact; for the specific project. 

 Discount; which will be subtracted from the Net Budget. 

 PO Number; to be used in the invoicing. 

 Producer; select from your company’s PhD users. If a Producer is selected, then no other Producer can see 

this project. If not, all your company’s PhD users can see it. 

 Production Manager; select from your PhD users. If a Production Manager is selected, then no other 

Production Manager can see the project. If not, all your PhD users can see it. 

 Director; for the specific project. 

 Hard Disk Archive ID; PhD can help you with archiving the materials for each project. Specify where all the 

materials, rushes, backups, etc. are stored.  

 

You can search for the archived materials of all projects, in Statistics > Find Project Materials 
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16. PROJECT DASHBOARD / PROJECT NOTES BOXES 

There are 3 areas where you can write the project remarks, depending on where to use them.  

 

 

 

 Special Production Terms to be printed on the Bids 

 Notes for Internal Use. Only the Producer & Production Manager will see those. 

 Notes to be printed on the Invoices 

 

The Notes are locked (grey color background) and open for editing (white background). 

 

Click the Dashboard LOCKED SCREEN button to toggle the EDIT MODE for Notes. 
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17. SHOW ALL DEALS 

See all the project deals at a glance. 
 

 

 

You can sort them by any column and you can search for any specifics. 

 

Click on any Blue Description, to see each deal in detail. 
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18. ADD NEW DEAL / DEAL MAKER      

On the active project, for any expense the Producer or the Production Manager can create an estimated and an 

actual cost.  The estimated cost is needed, either if you want to present a detailed budget estimate to your client, 

or if you want to check item by item estimated vs. actual costs. In several cases though, Producers use a bulk 

number from their XL as an estimated group cost (i.e. Total Crew CE = 12.000) and then they add actual 

expenses for each team member, thus comparing total estimated vs. total actual. 

 

In real life both approaches are used simultaneously. I.e. Usually we break down in detail the Crew fees per 

person, but we allow a flat amount for Props. PhD can support that too. 

 

By clicking on ADD NEW DEAL you’re directed in DEAL MAKER screen, which is divided in two sections. 

 LEFT, there is the Deal details section 

RIGHT, is the preview area of any supporting document. 
 

 

In the Deal Maker page, in Menu line 2, you have buttons for: 

 SAVE. If it’s grey, nothing new to save. If it’s black use it frequently. 

 PROJECT DASHBOARD. Return to Dashboard. 

 ADD NEW DEAL. Upon finishing one deal, click it to make a new one. 

 SHOW ALL DEALS. Return to the screen to see all deals. 

 DEAL MAKER. That’s this screen name. 

 DELETE. Remove this deal and all its attachments. 

 

You can create a deal either by making a cost estimate or by entering directly the actual costs… 
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18. ADD NEW DEAL / DEAL MAKER  - MAKING A COST ESTIMATE 

On the Project Dashboard click on ADD NEW DEAL. The Deal Maker screen opens, where… 

 

 Project Title and Deal Number are entered automatically. 

 Supplier. Type a couple of letters of the supplier name. You will see a list of matching suppliers.  

o If you don’t see what you are looking for, press + to add a new supplier. A pop up window opens 

and you have to input all 3 required fields. You can add extra supplier’s data via the Supplier tab 

in menu line 1. Unique Supplier Id in the European Union countries usually is their VAT Number, 

as in the USA is their Social Security number. Anyway, your Admin should decide which unique 

number you should use.  

o If you are entering an in-house (internal) cost, then the supplier should be your company. Just 

type the firm. Note that internal costs –since they can not be covered by 3rd party invoices- they 

will apprear in the Wrap Book, at the Internal Costs report. 

 Person.  If your supplier is a company, but you would like to know who was the exact person that you 

collaborated with, here you should type his/her name. This is useful also for in-houses services entries, so 

you know who-did-what. 

 

 Expense Type. When you open a new supplier, you must link him with a specific expense. That will appear 

automatically when you select the supplier name. You can change it though if you use this supplier for 

another specialty.  

o I.e. You have linked a person as 1st AD. In the particular project though, he will work as Script 

Continuity. Just select the actual Expense type. 

 

 Expense Group. Each Expense type is linked to one Expense Group, but that’s not locked. I.e. Hotels are 

usually linked to HOTEL & ACCOMMODATIONS group, but in one case you would like to link it with 

CASTING. No problem, just do it.  

o The pull down menu shows which group already contains the expense Hotel, but if you like to link 

it with another group, then check Show All Expense Groups and choose the one you want. 

 

 Usual Rate. When you open a new supplier you can add a Usual Rate amount. I.e. You know that the X 

director is paid 10.000 per shoot day, so this works as reminder and you can use it or not. 

 

 Quantity. Add any number 

 

 Unit / Description. The system brings the description set in the Expenses Type, but you can change it or add 

any additional description. 

 

 Rate. Add the agreed rate. If the supplier has a Usual Rate you will see it here.  You may use it or not. 
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 Estimated Cost. This is the result of Quantity by Rate. 

 + Add Estimated Cost. It is possible that a person is getting more than one fee. I.e. A Gaffer is paid 300 per 

day for tech recce, 500 per shoot day, 200 per travel day plus 50 per day for his Per Diems. You can either 

split the costs in 4 different Expenses Groups or have them all together in one deal. PhD supports both 

options, but a lot of Producers appreciate that you can have in one deal, multiple entries, such as… 

 

 

When you have entered all data for the estimation, you can create at a click of a button the appropriate contract 

agreements, such as… 

 

 CREATE PRIVATE CONTRACT PDF. Using all available data you can make in seconds a Private 

Agreement for personnel, based on the respective form in Configuration > Terms & Agreements Forms. 

 CREATE PURCHASE ORDER PDF. Using all available data you can make in seconds a Purchase Order 

for buying materials, based on the respective form in Configuration > Terms & Agreements Forms. 

 CREATE NON DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT PDF. Using all available data you can make in seconds a 

NDA for personnel, based on the respective form in Configuration > Terms & Agreements Forms. 

 

Make sure that your Administrator (and of course your Accountant) has approved all the Agreement Forms. 

 

Usually… first you create a deal, then you download it to your computer, have it signed by your supplier, scan it 

and then import it to the deal, to be used on the wrap book.  Of course there will be cases where you would like to 

prepare the deal and import the pdf document in the Deal Maker until you meet with the supplier to sign it, scan it 

and import it. You can do this by selecting IMPORT or DOWNLOAD deal. 
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18. ADD NEW DEAL / DEAL MAKER  - ENTER DIRECTLY ACTUAL COSTS 

Several Producers are preparing the budget estimate in their XL spreadsheet and they will enter in PhD a total 

group number as an Estimated Category Cost from XLS (i.e. Props costs – allow 4.000). Then they import the 

actual expenses for each item, thus comparing the total estimated (with just one entry) vs. total actual (with 

several entries). 

 

In order to do this fast and efficient, we suggest the following procedure…  

 

 Scan or save all invoices and other proof of expenses in pdf format in a temporary folder. To keep the storage 

volume low scanning at 200 DPI is adequate.  

 Name the pdfs in a standard naming format. We suggest using:  “ExpenseType-Supplier-Cost”. I.e. Hotel-

HolidayInn-1512, Fuel-GasStationInc-145, Gaffer-GeorgeSmith-568, etc. 

 On the Project Dashboard click on ADD NEW DEAL. The Deal Maker screen opens. 

 Click on Deal Documents the + Import Document. Browse to find the document and click it. The document will 

be selected and you will be prompted to press SAVE or CANCEL. If you’ve selected the right document press 

SAVE. 

 The document will be uploaded to cloud project folder under the name 18.123.4567 plus the existing filename; 

where 18 is the year; 123 the project id and 4567 the deal number. I.e. 18.123.4567-Gaffer-GeorgeSmith-568. 

You can erase now the pdf from the temporary folder, as it has been safely stored in the cloud. 

 Click on the Blue Document name to open it in the preview window on the right.  

 

 

 

 See the supplier details on the right and fill the suppliers input fields on the left side of the screen. 
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 If you had used a bulk cost estimate, you don’t need to add estimated figures. 

o Invoice Id. As per the invoice 

o Date. As per the invoice 

o Form of Payment. Select the appropriate way of payment. PhD has preloaded Forms of 

Payments, but your Administrator can add whatever is suitable. 

o Actual Cost. Amounts are total costs to company. Deductible VAT is not included. 

 Entry By is automatically entered, using the user log in data. 

 If the entry is final then the Producer checks the Lock Deal box. The Deal is locked and gets automatically 

the user’s name that locked it. 

 Comments to be printed on the Deal. Add anything relevant. 

 Comments for Internal Use. Add anything relevant. 

 

Press SAVE to store this deal. 

 

Click on ADD NEW DEAL to continue either by making an estimate cost or by enter directly the actual costs… 

 

 

 

 


